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3. ADDITION IN Lii 
3.1 Weak uniqueness condition. Let x, y be elementsof a fixed Li; and 
let p, q~a,+a;+ak (k=l=i, j) satisfy one or more of the conditions: 
(3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
(3.1.3) 
. p+q=q+ai, 
q(a,+a1)=0, p~a.+q, 
pa.;;;;,x. 
Consider the quantity: 
(3.1.4) 
We shall verify below: 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
z+a;=a.+a; if p, q satisfy (3.1.1); 
za;=O if p, q satisfy both (3.1.2) and (3.1.3). 
It will then follow that z is an element of Lo; when p, q satisfy all of 
(3.1.1), (3.1.2), (3.1.3). 
Proof of (3.1.5): 
z+a1 = [(x+ p)(q +a;)+ (a, +a1 +q)(p+a1)] (at+a1) 
= (a.+a; +q) [p+ (x+ p)(q+a;)] (a,+a;) +a; 
= (x+p}(p+q+a;)(a.+a;) +a; 
= (x+p)(q+a,+a;)(at+a;) +a1 
~x+a1 =.a,+a1 • 
Proof of (3.1.6): 
za;= [(x+p)(q+a1)+(q+a1)(y+q)(p+a1)] a1 
= [(x-1-p)(q-1-a;)+ (q(p-t-a1)] a1 
= [x+p+q(p+a;)](q+a;)a; 
= [x+ (p+q)(p+a;)] a; 
using (3.J.1) 
using (3.1.2) 
== (x + p)a; + (p+ q)a; 
~0+ (ai+q)a1 using (3.1.3) and (3.1.2) 
~0 using (3.1.2). 
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Thus each pair of elements p, q~a,+ai+a,. and satisfying (3.1.1), 
(3.1.2), (3.1.3) produces an element z in L,i corresponding to the elements 
x, y in L,i, and this element would be a possible value for the sum x+y 
of the elements x, y. In order to define an addition for the elements of 
each Lii' under which the Lii become isomorphic abelians groups, we 
require the following "weak uniqueness" condition: 
(3.1.7) For all p, q~a.+ai+a,. and satisfying (3.1.1), (3.1.2), (3.1.3), the 
z of (3.1.4) shall have the same value. 
3.2 Definition of addition. For x, y in a fixed Lii we define the sum 
x+y of x and y to be the common value of (3.1.4), assuming (3.1.7): 
(3.2.1) 
with p, q~a,+ai+a,. and satisfying (3.1.1), (3.1.2), (3.1.3). 
As we have shown in § 3.1, x+y is in L,i whenever x, yare in L,i and 
easy calculations show that a, is a· two-sided zero for this addition; 
that is: 
We note that p, q satisfying (3.1.1), (3.1.2), (3.1.3) do exist. For future 
reference we list the following expressions for x + y: 
(3.2.2) 
(obtained with p=c'"' q=a,. with ki'j); 
(3.2.3) 
( < obtained with p= (x+ci,.)(a,+a,.), q=a,. with ki'i, j); then equality 
follows from the indivisibility of inverses); 
(3.2.4) x + y = [{x+ (w+ a,.)(c.,.+a;)}(a,. + ai) + (y + q)(c.,. +a;)] (a, +ai) 
(obtained with p;=(w+a,.)(c,,.+ai), q=(a,+p)(a,.+ai), ki'i and w an 
arbitrary element in L;f); 
(3.2.5) 
(obtained from (3.2.4) with w=x). 
3.3 Commutativity of +. We note that p=a,., q=cik may be used to 
calculate y+x and we obtain: 
y +x= [(y+a,.)(cik+ a;)+ (x + cik)(ak +a;)] (a, +ai) 
and this equals x+y as calculated in (3.2.2). Thus x+y=y+x. 
3.4 Associativity of +. For arbitrary x, y, w in Lii we may calculate 
(x+w)+y from (3.2.4) with x+w (with value from (3.2.2) with u· in 
place of y) in place of x. We obtain: 
(x+w) +y = [(x+ c,k)(a,.+a;) + (y +q)(cik+a;)] (ai +a;). 
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Again, we may calculate x+(w+y) from ·(3.2.2) with w+y (with value 
from (3.2.5) with w in place of x) in place of y. We obtain: 
x + (w+y) = [(x +c.k)(ak+a;) + (y+q)(cik+ai)] (a. +a;) 
Thus: 
(x+w) +y=x+ (w+y). 
3.5 Subtraction in Lii. As in ([3], § 4.7, p. 219) we may show that for 
given x, yin Lii• the equation w+y=x has a solution w (the uniqueness 
of this w, to be denoted x-y, necessarily follows from the associativity 
and commutativity of + ) ; indeed we may set 
(3.5.1) w = x-y= [{x+(y+ak)(ctk+ai)}(ak+ai)+ctk] (a.+ai). 
Thus the elements of a fixed Lii form an abelian group under the addition 
x+y. 
3.6 Invariance of + under the perspectivities P 17). Suppose x, y are 
in Lii. We shall show: 
(3.6.1) 
(3.6.2) 
P(x+y)=(Px)+(Py) with P=Pik:ti 
P(x+y)=(Px)+(Py) with P=Pki:ii· 
Proof of (3.6.1). From (3.2.3), using the commutativity of +: 
Pik:ii(x+y) = [{(y+cik)(a. +ak) +ai}(x+ak) +c;k] (ai+ak)· 
We obtain an expression for (Px) + (Py) using (3.2.3) with k and j inter-
changed: (P ik:i;x) + (P ik:iiY) 
= {[{(x+c;k) (a,+ak) +cki}(a, +a;) +ak] [(y+cik)(a,+ak) +a;] +cki} (a,+ak) 
=Pik:t;(x+y), 
as required. 
Proof of (3.6.2). We may use p=(y+cik)(ak+a;), 
q={a,+(y+ctk)(ak+a1) }(cik+a;} in (3.1.4) with x and y interchanged to 
calculate y + x: 
y+x= {cik+ [~+{a,+ (y+ctk)(ak+a;)}(cik+a;)](ak+a1)} (a,+a;)· 
Then, using the commutativity of + , we have: 
Pki:o;(x+y) = [x+ {a,+ (y+c.k)(ak+a1)}(cik+a;)] (ak+a;)· 
Now using (3.2.2) with i and k interchanged to calculate (Px) + (Py) we 
obtain: 
(Pki:i;x) + (Pki:iiY) 
= [{(x+cik)(ak+a;) +cik}(a,+ ai) + {(y+cik)(ak+a;) +a.}(cik+a;)] (ak+a;) 
=Pki:ii(x+y), 
as required. 
17 ) For the definition of the perspective mappings P, see footnote 9. 
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(3.6.1) and (3.6.2) show that the abelian group L,1 (under +) is mapped 
group-isomorphically on the group Lu. by P,.,.,o; and on the group L~1 
by Pki:ii (in particular, x-y, the subtraction of inverses, is invariant 
under the mappings Pu.:ii• Pki:t;). 
4. DISTRffiUTIVITY OF MULTIPLICATION WITH RESPECT TO ADDITION IN. Lii 
4.1. The ~t.rong uniqueness conditions. In order to prove that the 
multiplication as defined for elements of a fixed L,1 in § 2 is distributive 
with respect to the addition defined in § 3 we will assume the following 
"strong uniqueness conditions" on the .normalized frame: for elements 
x, y in a fixed Lii• 
provided that (3.1.1) (3.1.2) hold 18. 19). 
(4;1.2) x+y~ [(x+p)(q+a;) + (y+q)(p +a1)] (ai+a1) 
provided that (3.1.2), (3.1.3) hold 18. 19). 
4.2. Proof of left distributivity 20). We must prove: 
(4.2.1) w x (x+y)=(w x x)+(w x y). 
For this purpose we obtairi an element ~P.,.,,x+P.,.,.y from (4.1.2) with 
i and k interchanged using q=w x y, p=(q+a.,.)(P.,.,1w+a1): 
(4.2.2) P.,.,.x+P.,.,.y~ [(p +P.,.,,x)(a,+a;) + (q+P.,.,,y)(Pre,;w+a;)] (are+.a1) 
and, since P(x+y)=(Px)+(..Py) from (3.6.2) and q+Pre:•Y=Pre:;w+Pre:/!J, 
w x (x+y)= [Pre,;w+Pre,,(x+y)] (a,+a;) 
~ [(p+Pre,,x)(a,+a;)+P.,.,1w] (a,+a;) 
~ (p+P.,.,,x)(a, +a;) 
~[((w x y)+a.,.)(P.,.,1w+a;)+Pk:>x] (a,+a1). 
Now we may calculate (w x x)+(w x y) from (3.2.1) with (w x x) in 
place of x and (w x y) in place of y, using p=Pk:;W aml q=ak: 
(w x x)+(w x y) 
= [(Pk:;YJ+a;)((w x y)+ak)+(Pk:;w+(~ x x))(ak+a;)J (a,+a;) 
~ [((w x y)+ak)(Pk:;w+a;)+Pk,,x] (a,+a;) 
~w x (x+y). 
18) As shown in § 3.1, the right side of (4.1.1) or (4.1.2) contains ~ element 
of L1; if (3.1.1) holds and is contained in an element of Lii if (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) hold. 
18) (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), a fortiori (3.1. 7), hold necessarily if X = a0 or y = a,. 
Indeed, if x =a;, and (3.1.2) holds, the z of (3.1.4) reduces to y[a0 + (p +'a;,)(p + q)] 
which shows that (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) do hold; if y =a, and (3.1.2) holds, the z of 
(3.1.4) reduces to pa, + x(p + q + a1) which shows that (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) do hold: 
10) The proof is sketched here. For fuller details see ([3], § 4.14, p. 228). 
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Now the indivisibility of inverses shows that equality holds in (4.2.1). 
4.3. Proof of right di8tributivity. We must prove: 
(4.3.1) (x+y) X W=(X X w)+(y X w), 
For this pmpose .we obtain an element -;;;_pk:;x+Pk:iY from (4.1.1) with 
j and k interchanged using p= (Pk:;x+Pk:iw)(a,+a;), q=a1, for these 
p, q satisfy (3.1.1), (3.1.2) with j and k interchanged (p is in Lii)· We 
obtain: 
Pk:;(x+y)=Pk:;x+Pk:iY (using (3.6.2)) 
~ [(Pk:;x+Pk:ow)(a;,+a,;) +~] (Pk:;Y+a;) +Pk:iw 
~((x x w)+ak)(Pk:;Y+a1)+Pk:iw. 
Then 
(x+y) x w=[Pk:;(x+y)+Pk:ow] (a,+a;) 
~[((x x w)+ak)(Pk:iY+a;)+Pk:iw] (a,+a1). 
The inequality implies equality because of the indivisibility of inverses 
(the last member is easily shown to be in L,1). 
Therefore: 
(4.3.2) 
Now w:e may calculate (x x w) + (y x w) from (3.2.1) with y x w in 
place of x and x x win place of y, using p=Pk:iY and q=ak 20): 
(y x w}+(x x w) 
= [(Pk:;Y+a1)((x x w) +ak) + (Pil::;Y'-1- (y x w))(ak+a1)] (a,+a;) 
= [((x x w)+a,.)(Pk:;Y+a;)+Pk:ow] :(a,+a;) 
= (y+x) x w (from (4.3.2)). 
The commutativity of + shows that equality holds in (4.3;1). 
This completes the proof that x is distributive with respect to . +.. 
5. lNVARIANCE AND REGULARITY OF MULTIPLICATION 
5.l. The invarianoe conditions. In order to show that the multipli-
cation as defined in§ 2 is invariant underthe mappings P we will assume 
the following "in variance conditions": for elements x, y in a fixed L~ 21 ); 
(5.1.1) · ~ [x+ {[(x+oik)(a,+ak) + (y+cik)(arc+a;)](a,+a;) + 
( +o;k}(a,+ak)](ak+a1)~ [co;+ (y+oik)(a,+ak)](ak+a;) 
11) (5.1.1) holds necessa.ri.ly if x =a,, y =a, or y =co;· Indeed, with each of 
these values in turn, the left and right sides of (5.1.1) reduce respectively to: 
0 and (co; +.,Pk:;Y) (ak + a1); (x + a,)a; and a;; c;k(x +a, + ak) and cik, so that 
(5.1.1) holds in each ca.se. · 
(5.1.2) holds necessarily if x =a,, y = a0 or x = c,1. Indeed, with each of these 
values in turn, the left and right sides of (5.1.2) reduce respectively to: ak + y a;. 
and ~; a, + ak and (c;,; + Pk:ix) (a, + ak); cik + y a, and elk, so that (5.1.2) holds 
in each case. · 
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that is, 
and: 
(y+Pki:ii(x x y))(a,+ak)~(cii+Pki:iix)(a.+ali). 
5.2. Invariance of x under the perspectivities P 17). Suppose x, y are 
in Lii. We shall show, assuming (5.1.1): 
(5.2.1) P(x x y)=(Px) x (Py) with P=Pik:ii 
and, assuming (5.1.2), 
(5.2.2) P(x x y)=(Px) x (Py) with P=Pki:ii· 
Proof of (5.2.1). Condition (5.1.1) is equivalent to: 
(.5.2.3) x+Pit:i1(x x y)~(cii+Pik:iiy)(ak+a1)+x 
(add x to both sides of (5.1.1) to obtain (5.2.3); cut both sides of (5.2.3) 
by (ak+a1) to recover (5.1.1)) and this is equivalent to: 
(5.2.4) Pik:i1(x x y)~ [(c.1+Pik:iiy)(ak+a1)+x] (a1+ak) 
(drop x from the left side of (5.2.3) and then cut both sides by (a.+ak) to 
obtain (5.2.4)). Now the right side of (5.2.4) is simply (Px) x (Py) with 
P = P ik:ii so that ( 5.2.1) follows by the indivisibility of inverses. 
Proof of (5.2.2). Condition (5.1.2) is equivalent to: 
(5.2.5) y+Pki:ii(x x y)~(c01 +Pki:i1x)(a,+ak)+y 
(drop the factor (a,+ak) on the left side of (5.1.2) and add y to the right 
side to obtain (5.2.5)) and this is equivalent to: 
(5.2.6) Pki:ii(x x y)~[(cii+Pki:iix)(a.+ak)+y] (ak+a1) 
(cut both sides of (5.2.5) by (ak+a1) to obtain (5.2.6); add y to both 
sides of (5.2.6) to recover (5.2.5)). Now the right side of (5.2.6) is simply 
(Px) x (Py) with P=Pki:ii> so that (5.2.2) follows by the indivisibility 
of inverses. 
5.3. Regularity of Multiplication. We will prove below in § 5.4: for 
elements x, y, z in a fixed Lii: 
(5.3.1) (X X y) X Z=X X (y X z) 
if either x x y or y x z is idempotent. 
Then, using (5.2.1), we prove: for elements x, y and e (idempotent) in 
Lu: if y x x=e and x x e=x then: 
(5.3.2) x x y=idempotent (f say); 
(5.3.3) f x x=x; and if e x y=y, then y x f=y. 
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This will complete the proof of {1.1.1) and (1.1.2) and show that the 
L,1 are isomorphic alternative regular rings. 
5.4. Proofs of {5.3.1)-(5.3.3). 
Proof of {5.3.1). Assume x x y is an idempotent, say e=ea,+ec,1• 
'l'hen 
{5.4.1) 
so that: 
(e+Pk:tY)(a,+ak)=((x x y)+Pk:tY)(a,+~) 
= (Pk:;x+Pk:tY)(a,+ak) 
=Pk:;x+ (Pk:iy)ak> 
X X (y X z)= [Pk:;x+Pk:i(Y X z)] (a,+a;) 
~[(e+Pk:tY)(a,+ak)+(Pk:iY) x (Pk;,z)] (a,+a1) 
using (5.4.1) and (5.2.2) 
~ea,+ [(ec,1+Pk:tY)(a,+ak) + {(c,1 +Pk:.Y)(a,+~) + 
+z}(~+a1)] (a,+a1) 
~ea,+ [(c,1 +Pk:.Y)(a,+a~c)+z] [ak+a1+ 
+ (ec01 +Pk:iY)(a,+ak)] (a,+a;) 
~ ea, + z[ ak + a1 + ec,1(a. + ak + Pk:iY)] 
~ea,+z(a1 +ec01)=e x z using (2.2.8). 
Then x x (y x z)=e x z=(x x y) x z by the indivisibility of inverses. 
Next assume y x z is an idempotent, say e= (a,+b)(c,1+d). Then 
e+P.,.:;Y= (a,+b +ak)(c01 +d) +Pk:;Y= (a,+b+~)(cii+d+P.,.:;Y) 
and 
(5.4.2) (Pk:iz)(a, +a; +P.,.:;Y) = (P.,.:;Y+ P.,.:,z)(ak+a;)(a, + a1+ Pk:;Y) 
= (P.,.:;Y+ (y x z))(a.,.+a;) 
and: 
= (Pk:;Y+e)(ak+a;) 
= (a,+b+ak)(c.1 +d+P.,.:;Y)(~+a1) 
= (a,+b+ak)[d+ (ci1+Pk:;Y)(ak+a1)] 
(x X y) X Z=(Pk:;(X X y)+Pk:iz)(a,+a;) 
~ [(Pk:;x) x (P~c:;Y)+ (a,+b+ak){d+ (c,1+Pk:;Y)(ak+a1)}] 
(a,+a1) 
using {5.2.1) and (5.4.2) 
~ [{x+ (Pk:;Y+cii)(~+a1)}(a,+ak) +d+ (c01 +P.,.:;Y)(ak+a1)] 
(a,+b+ak)(a,+a;) 
~ {[x+ (Pk:;Y+c,1)(a,.,+a1)] [a,+ak+ (c,1+Pk:;Y)(a,.,+a1)] + 
~[x+(P,.,:1y+c,1)(a,.,+a1)+d] (a,+b) 
~(x+d)(a,+b)=x x e 
+d} (a,+b) 
using (2.2. 7). 
Then (x x y) x z=x x e=x x (y x z) by the indivisibility of inverses. 
This completes the proof of (5.3.1). 
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Proof of (5.3.2). y x x=e=ea;+ecii=(b+a,)(d+c;;) implies, in turn, 
the following statements: 
(y+c;l-)(ai +a,..)+ (x+ c;k)(ak+a;) = ea,+ eci;+ (x +cik)(ak+a;) 
(y+c;k)(a,+ak) ~ea.+ [cii + (x + C;k)(ak+a;)] (ai +ak) 
~ [(y+c;k)(a, +al-) +ci;](ak+a;) ~ (eai +c;;)(ak+a;) +. (x+cik)(ak+ a;). (5.4.3) ~ d + (x + c,k}(ak +a;). 
Then: 
((x X y) X (x X y))= [Pik:i;(X X y)+Pki:i;(X X y)) (a,+ a;) 
= [((Pk:;x) x (Pk:;Y)}+Pki:i;(x x y)] (a.+a;) 
using (5.2.1) 
= {[x+ {(y+ c;k)(a; +ak) +c;;}(ak+a;)] (a,+ak) 
+Pk:i(x x y)} (a,+a1) 
~ [(x+d+cik)(a;+ak)+Pk:i(x x y)] (a.+a;) 
using (5.4.3) 
~ (x+d)a;+ [c;k+Pk:i(x x y)] (a1+a;) 
~xa;+(x x y) since (x+d)a,=(x x e)a;=Xa; 
~(x x y). 
The indivisibility of inverses then shows that 
(x X y) X (x X y) = (x X y); 
that is, x x y is an idempotent, say f. This proves (5.3.2). 
Proof of (5.3.3). f x x= (x x y) x x=x x (y x x) 
=x x e=x 
and, if e x y=y, 
y X f=y X (x X y)=(y X x) X y 
=ex y=y. 
This completes the proof of (5.3.3}. 
6. THE CASE OF PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 
using (5.3.1) 
using (5.3.1) 
6.1. The previous discussion applies of course to a classical projective 
geometry with a normalized frame consisting of points (this is precisely 
the case of a complemented modular lattice with a normalized frame 
consisting of atoms). We shall investigate below the meaning of our 
conditions (3.1.7), (4.1.1), (4.1.2), (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) in this case (the 
projective geometry will be a plane projective geometry since n = 3). 
In § 6.2 we show that all of these conditions can be deduced from the 
following simple geometrical condition: 
The Quadrangle Condition Q5 : Suppose two quadrangles P; and P:, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and a line W are such that: 
(i) no three of the vertices of the same quadrangle lie on a common line; 
(ii) W contains none of the vertices of either quadrangle. 
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For i, j= 1, 2, 3, 4, i#j, let P;,;=(P,+P;) W and P;;=(P;+Pi)W (P;,;· 
P;; are necessarily points). Suppose also that: 
(iii) P14=P23; p~4=P~s; 22) 
(iv) P;,;=P;; except possibly for the pair (i, j)=(3, 4). 
Then (iv) holds also for the pair (i, j) = {3, 4). 
If (iii) is replaced by the requirement: 
(iii) 
the resulting (weaker) quadrangle condition is denoted by Q4 (Q~ states 
that, under certain conditions, three points determine a foUrth) .. 
Condition Q5 obvidusly implies Q4• It was pointed out by R. MouFANG 
[5] that under the assumption that the three diagonal points of a complete 
quadrangle do not lie on a line the condition Q4 implies Q5• A prot>f of 
this is sketched in § 6.4 below. In § 6.3 we reQ(tll the usual statement 
of uniqueness of harmonic conjugate and note its equivalence to Q4• 
We recall well-known properties of this uniqueness of harmonic conjugate 
from which follows the fact that Q4 implies Q5• 
6.2. Deduction of (3.1.7), (4.1.1), (4.1.2), (5.1.1), (5.1.2) from Q5• 
Because of footnotes 19 and 21 and since x, y, a,, c;,; are all atoms, (4.1.1) 
and (4.1.2) need be assumed only for the case that xa,=ya;,=O, (5.1.1) 
need be assumed only for the case that xa,=ya,=ycii=O, and (5.1.2) 
need be assumed only for the case xa,=ya,'=xc;,;=O. 
Now we shall show that (3.1.7) implies (4.1.1). Indeed suppose (3.1.1) 
and (3.1.2) hold; we need consider only the case that (3.1.3) fails. Then 
x#a,, p;;.a, and the right side of (4.1.1)=a,+a1• 
Similarly we shall show that (3.1.7) implies (4.1.2). Indeed suppose 
(3.1.2) and (3.1.3) hold; we need consider only the case that (3.1.1) fails. 
Then p~q and the right side of (4.1.2) reduces to 0 so that (4.1.2) does hold. 
Thus we need assume only (3.1.7), (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) under the 
restrictions outlined above. Under these restrictions, (3.1.7) .follows from 
Q5 by the choice: P1 =p, P2 =q, P 3 = (p+x)(q+a1), P4 = (q+y)(p+a1), 
W =a,+a1; (5.1.1) (indeed with equality) follows from Q5 by the choice; 
P1 =X x y, P2 =Pk:;X, P3 =x, P4 =Pk:;(x X y), P~ =y, P~=cik, P~=c1;, 
P~=Pk:iY• W =a;+ak; (5.1.2) (indeed with equality) follows from Q5 
,by the choice: P1 =x x y, P2 =Pk:iY• P3 =y, P4 =Pk:;,(x x y), P~=x, 
P~=cki, P~=C;,;, P~=Pk:ix, W =a,+ak . . 
6.3. Harmonic conjugate. In an arbitrary lll'ojective geometry we use 
the symbol H (AB; DO) or the phrase "0 is the harmonic conjugate of 
D with respect to A, B" to denote,: 
22) If this. condition is omitted, the stronger quadrangle condition Q6 then 
defined coincides with the quadrangle condition as formulated in ([3], § 7.3, p. 245) 
(see the fundamental theorem on quadrangular sets as gi"t'ep. byV:I)IBLEN and YOUNG 
([6], Theorem 3, p. 47)). 
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(i) A, B, C, D are points; 
(ii) A=!=D, B=!=D; B, C are both on the line A+D; 
(iii) there exist points P1, P 2 with Pv P 2, D all different and 
(P1+P2)(A+D)=D such that: 
(iv) C=[(A+P1)(B+P2)+(A+P2)(B+P1)] (A+D). 
It is easy to see that if A, B, Dare points on a line such that A =!=D and 
B=!=D, then at least one such harmonic conjugate C exists; if A=B, 
then C =A (uniquely determined) and conversely; and H (AB; DC) implies 
H (BA; DC). We also note: 
(6.3.1) If A=!=B, then H (AB; DC) implies H (AB; CD) and conversely. 
For purpose of discussion we list several possible properties (6.3.2), 
(6.3.3), (6.3.4) of H. 
(6.3.2) Uniqueness of harmonic conjugate: H (AB; DC) and H (AB; DC1) 
imply 0=01• (Clearly (6.3.2) is equivalent to condition Q4). 
(6.3.3) Invariance of harmonic conjugate under projection: 
(6.3.3) (i) If H (AB; DC) and D=!=C and 0, A, A1 are collinear and 
different points with O+A=FA+D, and B1 =(0+B)(A1 +D), 
01 = (0+0)(A1 +D) then H (A1B1 ; D01). 
(6.3.3) (ii) If H (AB; DC) and D=!=C, and 0, D, D1 are collinear and 
different points with O+D=FA+D, and B1 =(0+B)(A+D1), 
01 =(0+0)(A+D1) then H (AB1 ;D10 1). 
(6.3.3) (iii) If H (AB; DC) and D=C, and 0, D, D1 are collinear and 
different points with O+D=!=A +D, and B1 = (O+B)(A+D1), 0 1 =D1 then 
H (AB1; DPt>· 
(6.3.4) Inverting of harmonic conjugate: H (AB; DC), A=!=B, C=!=D, 
together imply H (DC; AB). 
((6.3.2), (6.3.3) (i) and (6.3.3) (ii) hold necessarily if A= B; the hypotheses 
of (6.3.3) (iii) and (6.3.4) exclude the case A= B). 
Easy calculations confirm the following known relations: 
(6.3.3) (i) implies (6.3.3) (ii) and conversely. 
(6.3.3) (i) implies (6.3.4). 
(6.3.2) implies (6.3.3) (i) (and hence (6.3.4)). 
(6.3.2) implies that for A, B, D collinear, A=!=B either: 
(i) H (AB; DC) implies C=D always 
or 
(ii) H (AB; DC) implies C=!=D always. 
6.4. Deduction of Q5 from Q4 23). Let Pi, i= 1, 2, 3, 4 and W satisfy th~ 
18) Assuming that the three diagonal points of a complete quadrangle do not 
lie on a line. 
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conditions for Q5 ; let P14 =P'I;3 and suppose P 13 #P24 (if P 13=P24, P34 is 
unique because of Q4). 
Let V1 =(P1 +P2)(P3 +P4), V2 =(P1 +P3)(P2 +P4). V2 # V1 and V2 is not 
on P 1P 4 and not on W since P 13#P24• Let V3 =(V1 + V2)(P1 +P4), 
C=(V1+ V2)W. Then V3 is the harmonic conjugate if P 14 with respect 
to P 1 and P4 and so is uniquely determined (from (6.3.2)) by P 1, P 4, Pw 
Now using (6.3.3) (i) we may project H (P1P 4 ; P14 V3) onto W from V2 
to obtain H (P13P 24 ; P 14C), and soC is uniquely determined by P 13, P 24, 
P14• If C=Pl'l.• then V1 =C=P12 =P34 and then P34 is uniquely determined 
by P 13, P 24, Pw 
If C#P12, then V1 #P12 and V1 is off t1ie line W. Now, using (6.3.3) (i) 
we may project H (P1P 4 ; P 14V3) onto W from V1 to obtain H (P12P34;P14C). 
Now C#P12 ; we may suppose C#P34 since C is uniquely determined 
by P 13,P24.P14 and there would be nothing further to prove if C=P34 ; 
and finally C#P14 (under the assumption that the three diagonal points 
V1, V2,P14 of the complete quadrangle P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 do not lie on a line). 
Then by (6.3.4) (implied by (6.3.2), or equivalently, Q4) we have 
H (P14C; P 1sP34) so that P34 is uniquely determined. 
This completes the proof that uniqueness of harmonic conjugate, under 
the assumption that the three diagonal points of a complete quadrangle 
do not lie on a line, implies Q5, and hence that our construction of coordi-
nates is valid in this case and these coordinates form an altenative division 
ring. This is the result obtained by R. MouFANG for plane projective 
geometry [5]. Royal Military College of Canada, 
Queen's University, Canada. 
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